
English Lesson 3- Friday 8th January

Welcome to English lesson 3.
In this lesson we will be looking at how 

to edit and uplevel work writing 
effectively.

Didn’t do yesterday’s lesson? 
There will be a text to edit on the 

worksheet for you to try and edit and 
uplevel. 



How do we uplevel our writing effectively?

•Higher level/more appropriate vocabulary

•Extending sentences

•Adding extra detail

•Changing the order of our sentences

•Adding punctuation to make it clear to the 
reader



Which is better? Select 
the more appropriate 
vocabulary to describe 
the image.

Wooden desk or    Ornate desk

Lots of stairs or    Arching staircases

Towering shelves, full of books  or    A vast amount of books 

An intricate candelabra or  An interesting lightshade



Miss Rea’s turn to uplevel the text

Uplevelling Checklist

Higher level vocabulary
Extending sentences
Adding extra detail
Changing the order of our 
sentences
Adding punctuation to make it 
clear to the reader

The candlelight made the room glow 
orange and made it feel nice. The 
wooden desk was in the middle of the 
room and it was pretty. The stairs were 
on both sides and led to really tall 
shelves full of books which were all the 
colours of the rainbow. 



Which is better? Select 
the more appropriate 
vocabulary to describe 
the image.

Gloomy or    Eerie

Messy or    Cluttered

Shelves full of potions    or     Shelves crammed with mysterious liquids  

Rows of concentrating children    or  Children sat, ready to learn



Your turn- uplevel this text

Uplevelling Checklist

Higher level vocabulary
Extending sentences
Adding extra detail
Changing the order of our 
sentences
Adding punctuation to make it 
clear to the reader

The darkish room was lit by some 
candles which flickered as the angry 
teacher walked backwards and 
forwards. The kids sat up, not 
wanting to be told off. Covering the 
old dungeons walls were lots of 
potions of all different colours. At the 
front was a big book full of spells for 
the children to learn. 



Finished?

Well done!

Email your uplevelled writing 
to your teacher. 

CHALLENGE: Look back at your writing from 
yesterday, could you edit it at all?


